0. General / Introductions / Handbooks / Readers


1. Communications Theology (general)


2. Communications technology (history)


### 3. the iWorld (culture)


Hoops, Tom. "*How New Media Are Destroying Our Lives*" (5/30/14) and "*How New Media Can Enhance Our Lives*" (5/31/14). CatholicVote.org


4. Digital Citizens (anthropology)


Sullivan, Andrew. "I used to be a human being." *New York* magazine, 9/18/16.


5. Networked Individuals (psychology)


6. Alone Together (sociology)


7. aggiornamento (Church teaching)

7a - Church documents


John Paul II. “The Rapid Development.” *Apostolic Letter to Those Responsible for Communications* (1/24/2005)

7b – Messages for World Day of Social Communications

- by Pope Paul VI (1967-1978)
- by Pope John Paul II (1979-2005)
- by Pope Benedict XVI (2006-2013)
- by Pope Francis (2014 - )

7c – Pontifical Council for Social Communications

CELLI, ARCHBISHOP CLAUDIO MARIA. (various addresses in English)

- 2010 - “Spreading the Good News Byte by Byte” - Catholic Media Convention. <link>
- 2010 (India) - “The Catholic Church in a Digital World: Insights, Opportunities and Challenges”
- 2011 (Australia) - “Being Effective Communicators and Carriers of Christ in a Digital Age” - National Catholic Education Conference.
- 2012 (Indianapolis) - Our Sunday Visitor.
- 2012 (Indianapolis) – Catholic Media Conference
- 2014 (Charlotte) - Catholic Media Conference
- 2014 (Brooklyn) – “The Vatican and New Media: Reflections on the Church’s Emerging Presence in the Digital World.”

TIGHE, MONSIGNOR PAUL

- “The Vatican and Digital Media.” Address at the 2013 Catholic New Media Conference.

7d - Studies


7e – Lectures

**THE JOHN CARDINAL FOLEY LECTURE SERIES @ Saint Charles Borromeo Seminary**


2016 – Rosica, Thomas. “Sharing the Joy of the Gospel with the Media and through the Media”


**LOMBARDI, FR. FEDERICO**

2009 – “Blessed Be the Net? A Roman Perspective on the Problems of New Communications”

2017 – “What Does It Mean to Communicate? Unity, Truth, Goodness, and Beauty”

**ROSICA, FR. THOMAS**

2012 – “Is There a Catholic Media?”

2014 – “Labouring in the Vineyard: The Difference the Media Makes in Religion”

2015

- “Catholic Communications in the Age of Pope Francis”
- “Global Mission in a Digital Age”


2017 – "A Lexicon for Evangelization and Pastoral Ministry according to the Mind and Heart of Pope Francis"

2018 – "The Message and the Messenger" (The Priest)
8. cyberReligion (fundamental theology)


9. cyberEthics (morality)


10. cyberChurch (ecclesiology)


11. cyberGospel (pastoral)


Vogt, Brandon (ed.). *The Church and New Media: Blogging Converts, Online Activities, and Bishops Who Tweet*. Huntington, IN: Our Sunday Visitor, 2011.

12. cyberGrace (spirituality)


